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Name “PNN2” “PNN1”
Pπ (MeV/c) [140,195] [211,229]
Years 1996-97 1995-98
Stopped K+ 1.7 × 1012 5.9 × 1012

Candidates 1 2
Background 1.22 ± 0.24 0.15 ± 0.05
B(K+ → π+νν̄) < 22 × 10−10 (1.57+1.75

−0.82) × 10−10

E787

K+ → π+νν̄
results

PNN1: PRL 88, 041803 (2002).

PNN2: limit at 90%CL is combined re-

sult from 1996 (PL B537, 211 (2002))

and 1997 (hep-ex/0403034) data.

11

momentum from π+ K+ decay at rest

First results (2004)
PNN1: above       Kπ2B.R. with T. Junk method

E949 alone: (0.96 + 4.09 − 0.47) × 10−10

⇒ combine E787 and E949 data

E787 E949

NK 5.9 × 1012 1.8 × 1012

Total Acceptance 0.0020 ± 0.0002 0.0022 ± 0.0002

Total Background 0.14 ± 0.05 0.30 ± 0.03

Candidate 1995A 1998C 2002A

with Si(BR)/bi
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Experiment E949 at Brookhaven National Laboratory studied the rare decay K!!!!" !" and other
processes with an exposure of 1:77" 1012 K!’s. The data were analyzed using a blind analysis technique
yielding one candidate event with an estimated background of 0:30# 0:03 events. Combining this result
with the observation of two candidate events by the predecessor experiment E787 gave the branching ratio
B$K!!!!" !"%& $1:47!1:30

'0:89%"10'10, consistent with the standard model prediction of $0:74#0:20%"
10'10. This is a more detailed report of results previously published [V. V. Anisimovsky et al., Phys. Rev.
Lett. 93, 031801 (2004)].

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.77.052003 PACS numbers: 13.20.Eb, 12.15.Hh, 14.80.Mz

I. INTRODUCTION

Although the standard model (SM) has successfully
accounted for all low energy CP-violating phenomena
thus far observed, it is insufficient as the source of
CP-violation needed to explain the cosmological baryon

asymmetry in our Universe [1]. According to Sakharov [2],
one of the conditions necessary to generate such an asym-
metry is that the elementary interaction violates charge
conjugation symmetry (C) and the combined CP symme-
try (where P is the parity symmetry). However, the size of
the asymmetry needed for this cannot be derived in model
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FINAL Results from BNL-E949
on the Rare Decay

K+ → π+νν̄

Takeshi K. Komatsubara (KEK-IPNS)

representing the E949 collaboration

• arXiv:0808:2459

• CKM2008 workshop at Roma, Sept 9-13

by D.E, Ja!e (BNL)

KEK Physics Seminar, September 16, 2008
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• introduction

•
in and beyond the Standard Model

• BNL AGS and E949 in 2002:
     experiment with K+ decay at rest  (and  the “ jargons “ )

• analysis for PNN2:  why different and difficult ?

•  results

• conclusions and future

K+ → !+""̄

outline
[in 58 slides, 50 minutes]



K+ → !+""̄ decay

• Standard Model:

s ! d FCNC loop (W±/Z0)

• top-quark (174 GeV/c2) dominant

• !t " V !
ts · Vtd

= #A2!5 · (1 # " # i#) :

best place to determine |!t| (or |Vtd|)
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Cabibbo(1963)-Kobayashi-Maskawa(1972) matrix

!

""#

Vud Vus Vub

Vcd Vcs Vcb

Vtd Vts Vtb

$

%%& !

!

""#

.975 .22 .002 " .005

.22 .974 .038 " .044

.004 " .014 .037 " .044 .999

$

%%&

!

!

""#

1 " !2/2 ! A!3(" " i#)

"! 1 " !2/2 A!2

A!3(1 " " " i#) "A!2 1

$

%%&

• Wolfenstein parameterization (1983) :

! # sin$C = 0.22, A, ", #.

• " and # are hard to measure,

because they are in Vub and Vtd of O(!3).

$ “rare” processes in K and B decays.
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calculations based on the SM [3] and new sources of CP
violation have been sought for many years in particle
physics experiments. Prominent among these are the rare
decays K ! !" !" which are sensitive to new physics in-
volving both CP-violating and CP-conserving interac-
tions. In this paper, we present a detailed description of
the previously reported measurement of the reaction K! !
!!" !" performed by Brookhaven National Laboratory
(BNL) experiment BNL-E949 [4]. This paper is arranged
as follows. We first briefly review CP violation and rare
kaon decays, with an emphasis on K! ! !!" !" decays.
We then describe previous results on this reaction and
discuss the sources of potential background and the meth-
ods for suppressing backgrounds. We also discuss the
design of the K! beam line, the detector and the selection
criteria used in data analysis and describe the methods used
for estimating background levels and for evaluating the
acceptance. After examining the signal region, we present
the method used for extracting the branching ratio, making
full use of our knowledge of the background in the signal
region. In the last section, we show how the measurement
of B"K! ! !!" !"# impacts the search for new physics
beyond the SM.

A. CP violation and the rare decay K! ! !!" !"

Standard model CP violation arises from a complex
phase in the three-generation quark mixing matrix [5]. In
the Wolfenstein parametrization [6] of the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix, the parameters can
be written in powers of # $ sin$c % 0:22:

 VCKM $
Vud Vus Vub
Vcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb

0
@

1
A

’
1& #2=2 # A#3"%& i&#

&# 1& #2=2 A#2

A#3"1& %& i&# &A#2 1

0
B@

1
CA;

(1)

where A, #, % and & are real numbers. CP invariance of the
Lagrangian for weak interactions is violated when the
CKM matrix is complex. The parameter & quantifies CP
violation in the SM.

The unitarity of the CKM matrix implies six unitarity
conditions, which can be represented graphically in the
form of triangles, all of which must have the same area.
The area of these triangles is equal to one half of the
Jarlskog invariant, JCP [7]. Applying the unitarity property
VyV $ 1 to the CKM matrix in (1) yields

 V'
ubVud ! V'

cbVcd ! V'
tbVtd ’ V'

ub & #V'
cb ! Vtd $ 0;

(2)

where the approximations Vud ’ V'
tb ’ 1 and Vcd ’ &#

have been made. This equation can be represented graphi-
cally, as shown in Fig. 1, where we have divided all of the

sides by #V'
cb. The apex of the triangle is given by two

Wolfenstein parameters, !% and !&, where !% $ %"1& #2=2#
and !& $ &"1& #2=2# [8].
B’s and K’s are so far the only two mesons showing

evidence ofCP violation in their decay processes. Whether
or not the observed CP violation can be completely ex-
plained by the CKM phase within the SM can be probed by
the independent determination of % and &, from B and K
decays as shown in Fig. 2. Two sensitive methods for
making the comparison are

(i) A comparison of angle ' from the ratio B"K0
L !

!0" !"#=B"K! ! !!" !"# with that from the CP vio-
lating asymmetry (ACP) in the decay B0

d ! J= K0
s ;

and
(ii) A comparison of the magnitude jVtdj from K! !

!!" !" with that from the mixing frequencies of Bs
and Bd mesons, expressed in terms of the ratio of the
mass differences, "MBs="MBd .

Although the decay K! ! !!" !" is a flavor changing
neutral current (FCNC) process prohibited at tree level in
the SM, it is allowed at the one-loop level. In leading order,
it is described by a ‘‘Box’’ diagram and two ‘‘Z-penguin’’
diagrams, as shown in Fig. 3. The weak amplitude for this
process is represented as

 M (
X

i$u;c;t
V'
isVid

()q) !mi

q2 &m2
i
; (3)

FIG. 1. Unitarity triangles in the !%& !& plane. Two sides of the
triangle can be expressed by the CKM matrix elements
jVtdj=A#3 and jVub=Vcbj=#, respectively, where A and # are
parameters in the Wolfenstein parametrization.

FIG. 2. Unitarity triangle determined by B and K decays. The
parameters !% and !& can be determined in two ways: the angle '
from the CP-violating asymmetry in the decay B0

d ! J= K0
s ,

and from the length of the side from "MBs="MBd in B& !B
mixing; the height of the triangle from B"K0

L ! !0" !"# and the
radius of a circle centered at " !%0; 0# from B"K! ! !!" !"#.
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- electroweak corrections  to charm contribution (Brod-Gorbahn  arXiv:0805.4119)
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Figure 2: First observation of K0
S
! !0e+e! [32] (left) and K0

S
! !0µ+µ! [33] (right).

3.2 K ! !""

Branching ratios for the K+ ! !+"" and K0
L
! !0"" decays [45] are represented in the SM as

B(K+ ! !+"") = ( 5.30 " 10!11 ) · C!"" " [ (#0 # #)2 + $2 ] (3)

and

B(K0
L
! !0"") = ( 23.2 " 10!11 ) · C!"" " [ $2 ] , (4)

respectively, where

C!"" $ [
B(K+ ! !0e+")

4.87 " 10!2
] " [

|Vcb|
0.0415

]4 " [
X(xt)

1.529
]2 , (5)

X(xt) is the Inami-Lim loop function [46] with the QCD correction, xt is the square of the
ratio of the top to W masses. #0 in B(K+ ! !+"") 6 is estimated to be % 1.37. Long-
distance contributions are negligible, and the hadronic matrix elements are extracted from
the K+ ! !0e+" decay. The theoretical uncertainty in B(K+ ! !+"") is 7% from the
charm-quark contribution in the next-to-leading logarithmic(NLO) QCD calculations in #0 and
would be reduced by performing a next-to-NLO calculation, while the theoretical uncertainty
in B(K0

L
! !0"") is only 1-2%. With the #-$ constraints from other kaon and B decay

experiments, the SM prediction is (7.8±1.2)"10!11 for B(K+ ! !+"") and (3.0±0.6)"10!11

for B(K0
L
! !0""). New physics beyond the SM could a!ect these branching ratios [47, 48, 49],

and the # and $ (and sin 2%1) determined from K ! !"" and those from the B system would
be di!erent [50]. Since the e!ects of new physics are not expected to be too large, a precise
measurement of a decay at the level of 10!11 is required.

The E787 and E949 collaborations for K+ ! !+"" and related decays measure the charged
track emanating from K+ decays at rest. The !+ momentum from K+ ! !+"" is less than
227MeV/c, while the major background sources of K+ ! !+!0 (K+

!2, B=21.2%) and K+ !
6The departure of !0 from unity, without which the branching ratio should be proportional to |Vtd|2, measures

the relative importance of the internal charm-quark contributions.
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3.2 K → !""

Branching ratios for the K+ → !+"" and K0
L
→ !0"" decays [45] are represented in the SM as

B(K+ → !+"") = ( 5.30 × 10!11 ) · C!"" × [ (#0 − #)2 + $2 ] (3)

and

B(K0
L
→ !0"") = ( 23.2 × 10!11 ) · C!"" × [ $2 ] , (4)

respectively, where

C!"" ≡ [
B(K+ → !0e+")

4.87 × 10!2
] × [

|Vcb|
0.0415
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X(xt)

1.529
]2 , (5)

X(xt) is the Inami-Lim loop function [46] with the QCD correction, xt is the square of the
ratio of the top to W masses. #0 in B(K+ → !+"") 6 is estimated to be ≈ 1.37. Long-
distance contributions are negligible, and the hadronic matrix elements are extracted from
the K+ → !0e+" decay. The theoretical uncertainty in B(K+ → !+"") is 7% from the
charm-quark contribution in the next-to-leading logarithmic(NLO) QCD calculations in #0 and
would be reduced by performing a next-to-NLO calculation, while the theoretical uncertainty
in B(K0

L
→ !0"") is only 1-2%. With the #-$ constraints from other kaon and B decay

experiments, the SM prediction is (7.8±1.2)×10!11 for B(K+ → !+"") and (3.0±0.6)×10!11

for B(K0
L
→ !0""). New physics beyond the SM could a!ect these branching ratios [47, 48, 49],

and the # and $ (and sin 2%1) determined from K → !"" and those from the B system would
be di!erent [50]. Since the e!ects of new physics are not expected to be too large, a precise
measurement of a decay at the level of 10!11 is required.

The E787 and E949 collaborations for K+ → !+"" and related decays measure the charged
track emanating from K+ decays at rest. The !+ momentum from K+ → !+"" is less than
227MeV/c, while the major background sources of K+ → !+!0 (K+

!2, B=21.2%) and K+ →
6The departure of !0 from unity, without which the branching ratio should be proportional to |Vtd|2, measures

the relative importance of the internal charm-quark contributions.

6

!10−11

in the SM:  K → πνν̄

2004 2008
K+ 7.8 +- 1.2  (15%) 8.51 +- 0.70  (  8%)
KL 3.0 +- 0.6  (20%) 2.76 +- 0.40  (14%)

- NNLO QCD calculations  (Buras et al.  ’05, ‘06)

- Kl3 matrix elements (Mescia-Smith ‘07)
- non-perturbative effects due to charm&up  (Isidori et al.  ’05)

- a complete review by Buras, Schwab, Uhlig,  Rev.Mod.Phys. 80, 965 (2008)  
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go back to 
E949 in 2002

That was the last time
AGS ever saw 

high-intensity proton beam.



BNL-AGS: ≥ 60 × 1012(Tera) protons per spill

E949-‘02

protons per spill Tp 65

AGS energy GeV 22

beam spill sec 2.2

cycle sec 5.4

duty factor % 41
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LESB3 ! K+ slowed by degrader and coming to rest
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K+ decay at rest in the Target (end-view) 
413 scintillating fibers

(5mm square, 3.1m long)

CCD-based  500MHz 
waveform digitizers

- energy loss and path length of outgoing π+
- any “in-time” extra activity within the target

π

K

Delayed 
Coincidence (DC)

ponential, as expected, consistent with the known K! life-
time [18]. The distribution for the scattered !!’s shows a
prompt peak around 0 ns. The delayed coincidence cut
required t! " tK > 2 ns. When not all subdetector time

measurements were available, the time resolution was
degraded; the delayed coincidence cut was adjusted up to
6 ns delay to take into account the resolution. It was
expected that this delayed coincidence cut had the same

FIG. 15 (color online). The energy loss in the B4 hodoscope
for beam K! (solid line) and beam !! (dashed line). The K!’s
were the K"2 peak events in the K"2 monitor sample, while the
!!’s were the scattered !!’s in the skim 6 sample. The arrow
indicates the cut position.
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FIG. 16 (color online). Distribution of the time difference,
t! " tK measured by the target, for the K"2 peak events (solid
line) from the K"2 monitor sample and the scattered !!’s
(dashed line) from the skim 6 sample. Beam !!’s can be
assigned a time tK by the target fiber reconstruction due to
misidentification.
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FIG. 14 (color online). The momentum of charged particles versus tCK
" trs and tC!

" trs. The K"2 monitor was used to represent
the single beam K! events. The data plots indicate beam background contamination at beam time (tCK

or tC!
) close to trs in the !# !##1$

trigger sample. The arrows indicate the rejected timing regions. The statistics in these plots account for about 0.3% of NK.
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Charged track from the Target to the Range Stack

- correction with  energy loss  in the target
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π+ loses energy, and comes to rest in the RS
sum of energy loss (= kinetic energy ) 

and
range in the plastic scintillator
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π+ loses energy, and comes to rest in the RS

- correction with  energy loss  and  path length  in the target 

sum of energy loss (= kinetic energy ) 
and

range in the plastic scintillator
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Kinematic  requirements  (KIN)

energy-weighted beam position and the energy loss in B4.
The cluster with tBM closest to the tK was chosen as the one
caused by the K! beam. A 0.36 cm position precision was
obtained by the B4 hodoscope in the x" y plane. With the
B4 position measurement, the target reconstruction was
repeated to give a better pattern recognition. The K! decay
vertex in the x" y plane was determined by the K! fiber
closest to the UTC track but farthest from the K! entrance
point determined by the B4, while the z position was
calculated from the UTC track extrapolation in the !" z
plane.

Target CCD information improved the pattern recogni-
tion and "! energy measurement when pileup occurred in
a K! fiber. When tK and t" were separated by more than
2 ns, the CCD pulses in all of the K! fibers were studied to
identify any hidden "! energy.

Isolated hit fibers outside the 1 cm search strip and
within the time window of trs # 5 ns caused by possible
photon(s) or other beam particles were classified into
‘‘photon’’ fibers if their energies were greater than
0.1 MeV.

Once the first round of target reconstruction was fin-
ished, the "! passage and K! decay vertex were deter-
mined in the target. The procedure of UTC track fitting was
repeated with this additional information. This aided the
resolution of the left-right ambiguity in the UTC track
reconstruction. Iteration of the target reconstruction was
also performed with the improved UTC track.

5. Track passage in the IC

An allowed IC hit pattern was either one or two adjacent
sectors per event. The IC provided energy loss (EIC) and
time (tIC) measurements. If there was an IC sector cross-
ing, the EIC was from the sum of two IC sectors and the tIC
was from the energy-weighted average. It was observed
that 1% of tracks had extra hits in the ICs, confounding the
measurements of energy and time in ICs. This was resolved
by using TD information in addition to the TDC and ADC
information. The tIC was always the one closest to the trs
and, the corresponding energy was taken as EIC. The range
RIC was computed as the length of the extrapolated UTC
track from the inner to the outer IC radius.

6. Tracking in the RS and RSSC

With a charged track reconstructed in UTC and target,
the tracking in RS started from the previously found RS
cluster. The stopping counter was first analyzed by fitting
the TD information with a double pulse assumption to find
a "! ! #! decay signature. This also determined the #!

energy (E#) from the "! decay at rest.
A sector crossing point as illustrated in Fig. 13 was

searched for in the RS. A K! ! "!$ !$ candidate should
not have more than 2 sector crossings. Precise position
measurement in x" y plane was obtained from the sector

crossing points. The z positions were determined by using
the end-to-end time differences in the hit counters except
the T counter. The average z position resolution was ob-
served to be about 4 to 5 cm.

Another precise position measurement was provided by
the RSSCs. All the adjacent hit straw chambers in the
RSSC of the hit sector were grouped to form a cluster.
The candidate cluster in each sublayer of RSSC was de-
fined as the one closest to a series of arcs drawn from the
UTC track extrapolation to the T counter through the sector
crossing point(s). The x" y position was obtained from
the average of two sublayers in the same RSSC. To mini-
mize the effect of cross talk, the earliest hit in one sublayer
was chosen as the true hit. The z measurement was given
by the time difference, and the precision was about 1.5 cm.

An RS track fit in the x" y plane used the entrance point
provided by the UTC track extrapolation, the sector cross-
ing point(s), the RSSC hit position(s) and the expected path
length predicted by the energy losses in the RS layers,
taking into account "! track propagation with energy
loss given by the Bethe-Bloch equation in a 1 T magnetic
field. The %2 of the fitted track was minimized by changing
the incident momentum and the angle at the entrance to the
RS (Fig. 13).

The total energy loss of the track in the RS (Ers) was
obtained by summing up all the energy losses in the track
counters, with E# from the fit to pulse shape subtracted
from the energy in the stopping counter. The range in the
RS (Rrs) was calculated from the path length of the fitted
track with the polar angle correction. The range in the
stopping counter was estimated from the "! energy loss.

7. Kinematic measurements of a track

The total range R and energy E of the track were
calculated as R$Rtg!RIC!Rrs and E$Etg!EIC!Ers,

FIG. 13 (color online). Illustration of the range stack track
fitting in x" y plane. All the relevant definitions are given in
this plot. The arc represents the extrapolation of the fitted UTC
track.

S. ADLER et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 77, 052003 (2008)
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Chapter 4. Analysis

Figure 4.1: Range in scintillator (R) vs. momentum (P ), and kinematic categorization of
events passing the K!2(1) trigger. The !+""̄(1) signal region is shown as a box. The Kµ2 peak
momentum is reconstructed higher than the accepted value of 236 MeV/c [8] because a “pion
hypothesis” has been used to calculate the momentum loss in the target (see section B.1).

48



K+decay at rest → π+ + “nothing”
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output pulse shape in each end of the stopping counter  

energy-weighted beam position and the energy loss in B4.
The cluster with tBM closest to the tK was chosen as the one
caused by the K! beam. A 0.36 cm position precision was
obtained by the B4 hodoscope in the x" y plane. With the
B4 position measurement, the target reconstruction was
repeated to give a better pattern recognition. The K! decay
vertex in the x" y plane was determined by the K! fiber
closest to the UTC track but farthest from the K! entrance
point determined by the B4, while the z position was
calculated from the UTC track extrapolation in the !" z
plane.

Target CCD information improved the pattern recogni-
tion and "! energy measurement when pileup occurred in
a K! fiber. When tK and t" were separated by more than
2 ns, the CCD pulses in all of the K! fibers were studied to
identify any hidden "! energy.

Isolated hit fibers outside the 1 cm search strip and
within the time window of trs # 5 ns caused by possible
photon(s) or other beam particles were classified into
‘‘photon’’ fibers if their energies were greater than
0.1 MeV.

Once the first round of target reconstruction was fin-
ished, the "! passage and K! decay vertex were deter-
mined in the target. The procedure of UTC track fitting was
repeated with this additional information. This aided the
resolution of the left-right ambiguity in the UTC track
reconstruction. Iteration of the target reconstruction was
also performed with the improved UTC track.

5. Track passage in the IC

An allowed IC hit pattern was either one or two adjacent
sectors per event. The IC provided energy loss (EIC) and
time (tIC) measurements. If there was an IC sector cross-
ing, the EIC was from the sum of two IC sectors and the tIC
was from the energy-weighted average. It was observed
that 1% of tracks had extra hits in the ICs, confounding the
measurements of energy and time in ICs. This was resolved
by using TD information in addition to the TDC and ADC
information. The tIC was always the one closest to the trs
and, the corresponding energy was taken as EIC. The range
RIC was computed as the length of the extrapolated UTC
track from the inner to the outer IC radius.

6. Tracking in the RS and RSSC

With a charged track reconstructed in UTC and target,
the tracking in RS started from the previously found RS
cluster. The stopping counter was first analyzed by fitting
the TD information with a double pulse assumption to find
a "! ! #! decay signature. This also determined the #!

energy (E#) from the "! decay at rest.
A sector crossing point as illustrated in Fig. 13 was

searched for in the RS. A K! ! "!$ !$ candidate should
not have more than 2 sector crossings. Precise position
measurement in x" y plane was obtained from the sector

crossing points. The z positions were determined by using
the end-to-end time differences in the hit counters except
the T counter. The average z position resolution was ob-
served to be about 4 to 5 cm.

Another precise position measurement was provided by
the RSSCs. All the adjacent hit straw chambers in the
RSSC of the hit sector were grouped to form a cluster.
The candidate cluster in each sublayer of RSSC was de-
fined as the one closest to a series of arcs drawn from the
UTC track extrapolation to the T counter through the sector
crossing point(s). The x" y position was obtained from
the average of two sublayers in the same RSSC. To mini-
mize the effect of cross talk, the earliest hit in one sublayer
was chosen as the true hit. The z measurement was given
by the time difference, and the precision was about 1.5 cm.

An RS track fit in the x" y plane used the entrance point
provided by the UTC track extrapolation, the sector cross-
ing point(s), the RSSC hit position(s) and the expected path
length predicted by the energy losses in the RS layers,
taking into account "! track propagation with energy
loss given by the Bethe-Bloch equation in a 1 T magnetic
field. The %2 of the fitted track was minimized by changing
the incident momentum and the angle at the entrance to the
RS (Fig. 13).

The total energy loss of the track in the RS (Ers) was
obtained by summing up all the energy losses in the track
counters, with E# from the fit to pulse shape subtracted
from the energy in the stopping counter. The range in the
RS (Rrs) was calculated from the path length of the fitted
track with the polar angle correction. The range in the
stopping counter was estimated from the "! energy loss.

7. Kinematic measurements of a track

The total range R and energy E of the track were
calculated as R$Rtg!RIC!Rrs and E$Etg!EIC!Ers,

FIG. 13 (color online). Illustration of the range stack track
fitting in x" y plane. All the relevant definitions are given in
this plot. The arc represents the extrapolation of the fitted UTC
track.
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!+ ! µ+ ! e+ recorded by 500-MHz waveform digitizer

Online + O!ine µ+ rejection (> 105)

22

Transient Digitizer (TD)

energy (Etg) in MeV were used to cut events in which
Rtg > 12 cm, Etg > 28 MeV, 9:5! Etg > 28! Rtg or
10! Etg < 21:5! "Rtg # 2$ to reject background with a
photon hiding along the !% track in the target.

Range-momentum consistency in UTC and RS: This cut
was used to check whether the range of the charged track
was consistent with that for a !%. The range deviation in
RS was defined as "rm & "Rrs # Rutc$=#R, where Rutc was
the expected range calculated from the momentum mea-
sured by the UTC with a !% hypothesis, and #R was the
uncertainty of the measured range as a function of the
momentum. The $%’s and !%’s were selected from
skim 5 and skim 6 samples, respectively, as used in the
study of energy loss in the RS, except that the maximum
momentum requirement was also applied in skim 5 to
remove the K$2 range tail events. The distributions of the
range deviation for !%’s and $%’s were shown in Fig. 21.
Good !=$ separation was observed.

3. !% ! "% ! e% decay sequence

All cuts for identifying the !% ! $% ! e% decay se-
quence were put into a special group (referred to as TD
cuts). The TD information recorded the pulse shape, pro-
viding a tool to recognize the decay sequence. As can be
seen below, the TD cuts were independent of the kinematic

reconstruction and photon veto and could be used in the
bifurcation study. The signature for this decay sequence
was

(i) Three energy deposits (pulses) corresponding to the
!% kinetic energy, !% ! $%%$ and $% ! e%%e !%$

decays were found in the stopping counter.
(ii) The kinetic energy of the $% from !% ! $%%$

decay was 4.1 MeV, but due to saturation the ob-
served energy was about 3 MeV [75]. Since the path
length of the $% was '1:4 mm in RS, the fraction of
$% exited the stopping counter without depositing
more than 1 MeV was only '1% of !% decays.

(iii) The e% from $% ! e%%e !%$ decay has a kinetic
energy of Ee < 53 MeV. Most of the e%’s exited
the stopping counter and deposited energy in the
other RS counters.

The three energy deposits from the !% ! $% ! e% decay
sequence should be observed by the TDs at both ends of the
stopping counter.

For the $% background, only two pulses due to muon
kinetic energy and decay would be produced. A $% could
fake a !% when an extra pulse was detected in addition to
the expected two pulses. To suppress the $% background,
two stages of cuts were imposed.

At the first stage evidence for the !% ! $%%$ decay
was sought. The pulse development in the stopping counter
as recorded by the TDs was fitted with a single- and
double-pulse hypothesis in an interval of '4 !% lifetimes
(typically 104 ns). The template shapes used in the fit were
derived from the average of measured pulses from $%

traversal for each end of each RS counter. In addition, a
correction was applied to the template shape to take into
account the change in shape due to propagation along the
counter. The parameters of the single-pulse fit were the
time, the total area of the pulse and a constant correspond-
ing to a pedestal of typically 3 TD counts. The parameters
of the double-pulse fit were the time of the first pulse, the
time difference of the two pulses, the total pulse area, the
fractional area of the second pulse and the pedestal. A fit to
a triple-pulse hypothesis was attempted if evidence for a
third pulse was found based on a rudimentary analysis of

FIG. 21 (color online). Distributions of the range deviation in
the RS for !%’s (solid line) $%’s (dashed line) tracks. The arrow
indicates the cut position.
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FIG. 20 (color online). Likelihood distributions of the RS
energy measurement for !%’s (solid line) and $%’s (dashed
line). The arrow indicates the cut position.
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FIG. 22 (color online). Results of fits with the single- and
double-pulse hypotheses to the TD pulse shapes in the stopping
counter. The solid curve is for the double-pulse hypothesis and
the dashed curve is for the single-pulse hypothesis.
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γ detection by the hermetic Calorimetry
any in-time detector activity

with Barrel, Endcap, Range Stack, Target

“Photon Veto” (PV)
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“Photon Veto” (PV)

How was it done?

Photon veto in the beam region

Active Degrader (AD)
14cm diameter, 17cm long,
12 azimuthal segments
6.1 radiation lengths
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Name “PNN2” “PNN1”
Pπ (MeV/c) [140,195] [211,229]
Years 1996-97 1995-98
Stopped K+ 1.7 × 1012 5.9 × 1012

Candidates 1 2
Background 1.22 ± 0.24 0.15 ± 0.05
B(K+ → π+νν̄) < 22 × 10−10 (1.57+1.75

−0.82) × 10−10

E787

K+ → π+νν̄
results

PNN1: PRL 88, 041803 (2002).

PNN2: limit at 90%CL is combined re-

sult from 1996 (PL B537, 211 (2002))

and 1997 (hep-ex/0403034) data.
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Trigger requirements for !+ “above/below” the K!2 peak

E949-!+""̄(1) E949-!+""̄(2)

Beam K+ at rest in the target to decay

no incoming !+

charged track to RS I-counters and T-counters

RS stopping layer (!+ range) from 11 to 18 from 6 to 12

!+ identification !+ ! µ+ in the stopping counter

# no shower in RS, Barrel, Endcap

K+ exposure 1.8 " 1012 1.7 " 1012

# of triggered events 9.0 " 107 9.3 " 107

6

Trigger requirements for !+ “above/below” the K!2 peak

E949-!+""̄(2) E949-!+""̄(1)

Beam K+ at rest in the target to decay

no incoming !+

charged track to RS I-counters and T-counters

RS stopping layer (!+ range) from 6 to 12 from 11 to 18

!+ identification !+ ! µ+ in the stopping counter

# no shower in RS, Barrel, Endcap

K+ exposure 1.7 " 1012 1.8 " 1012

# of triggered events 9.3 " 107 9.0 " 107

6

energy-weighted beam position and the energy loss in B4.
The cluster with tBM closest to the tK was chosen as the one
caused by the K! beam. A 0.36 cm position precision was
obtained by the B4 hodoscope in the x" y plane. With the
B4 position measurement, the target reconstruction was
repeated to give a better pattern recognition. The K! decay
vertex in the x" y plane was determined by the K! fiber
closest to the UTC track but farthest from the K! entrance
point determined by the B4, while the z position was
calculated from the UTC track extrapolation in the !" z
plane.

Target CCD information improved the pattern recogni-
tion and "! energy measurement when pileup occurred in
a K! fiber. When tK and t" were separated by more than
2 ns, the CCD pulses in all of the K! fibers were studied to
identify any hidden "! energy.

Isolated hit fibers outside the 1 cm search strip and
within the time window of trs # 5 ns caused by possible
photon(s) or other beam particles were classified into
‘‘photon’’ fibers if their energies were greater than
0.1 MeV.

Once the first round of target reconstruction was fin-
ished, the "! passage and K! decay vertex were deter-
mined in the target. The procedure of UTC track fitting was
repeated with this additional information. This aided the
resolution of the left-right ambiguity in the UTC track
reconstruction. Iteration of the target reconstruction was
also performed with the improved UTC track.

5. Track passage in the IC

An allowed IC hit pattern was either one or two adjacent
sectors per event. The IC provided energy loss (EIC) and
time (tIC) measurements. If there was an IC sector cross-
ing, the EIC was from the sum of two IC sectors and the tIC
was from the energy-weighted average. It was observed
that 1% of tracks had extra hits in the ICs, confounding the
measurements of energy and time in ICs. This was resolved
by using TD information in addition to the TDC and ADC
information. The tIC was always the one closest to the trs
and, the corresponding energy was taken as EIC. The range
RIC was computed as the length of the extrapolated UTC
track from the inner to the outer IC radius.

6. Tracking in the RS and RSSC

With a charged track reconstructed in UTC and target,
the tracking in RS started from the previously found RS
cluster. The stopping counter was first analyzed by fitting
the TD information with a double pulse assumption to find
a "! ! #! decay signature. This also determined the #!

energy (E#) from the "! decay at rest.
A sector crossing point as illustrated in Fig. 13 was

searched for in the RS. A K! ! "!$ !$ candidate should
not have more than 2 sector crossings. Precise position
measurement in x" y plane was obtained from the sector

crossing points. The z positions were determined by using
the end-to-end time differences in the hit counters except
the T counter. The average z position resolution was ob-
served to be about 4 to 5 cm.

Another precise position measurement was provided by
the RSSCs. All the adjacent hit straw chambers in the
RSSC of the hit sector were grouped to form a cluster.
The candidate cluster in each sublayer of RSSC was de-
fined as the one closest to a series of arcs drawn from the
UTC track extrapolation to the T counter through the sector
crossing point(s). The x" y position was obtained from
the average of two sublayers in the same RSSC. To mini-
mize the effect of cross talk, the earliest hit in one sublayer
was chosen as the true hit. The z measurement was given
by the time difference, and the precision was about 1.5 cm.

An RS track fit in the x" y plane used the entrance point
provided by the UTC track extrapolation, the sector cross-
ing point(s), the RSSC hit position(s) and the expected path
length predicted by the energy losses in the RS layers,
taking into account "! track propagation with energy
loss given by the Bethe-Bloch equation in a 1 T magnetic
field. The %2 of the fitted track was minimized by changing
the incident momentum and the angle at the entrance to the
RS (Fig. 13).

The total energy loss of the track in the RS (Ers) was
obtained by summing up all the energy losses in the track
counters, with E# from the fit to pulse shape subtracted
from the energy in the stopping counter. The range in the
RS (Rrs) was calculated from the path length of the fitted
track with the polar angle correction. The range in the
stopping counter was estimated from the "! energy loss.

7. Kinematic measurements of a track

The total range R and energy E of the track were
calculated as R$Rtg!RIC!Rrs and E$Etg!EIC!Ers,

FIG. 13 (color online). Illustration of the range stack track
fitting in x" y plane. All the relevant definitions are given in
this plot. The arc represents the extrapolation of the fitted UTC
track.
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Name “PNN2” “PNN1”
Pπ (MeV/c) [140,195] [211,229]
Years 1996-97 1995-98
Stopped K+ 1.7 × 1012 5.9 × 1012

Candidates 1 2
Background 1.22 ± 0.24 0.15 ± 0.05
B(K+ → π+νν̄) < 22 × 10−10 (1.57+1.75

−0.82) × 10−10

E787

K+ → π+νν̄
results

PNN1: PRL 88, 041803 (2002).

PNN2: limit at 90%CL is combined re-

sult from 1996 (PL B537, 211 (2002))

and 1997 (hep-ex/0403034) data.

11analysis for PNN2
why different and difficult ?



Region “PNN2” “PNN1”
P!+ (MeV/c) [140,195] [211,229]
Years E787 96-97 E787(95, 96-97,98)

E949
Ref: PR D70, PRL 93,

037102 (2004) 031801 (2004)

Stopped K+ 1.73 ! 1012 7.7 ! 1012

Acceptance 0.084% 0.2%
SES 6.9 ! 10!10 0.63 ! 10!10

Background 1.22 ± 0.24 0.44 ± 0.05
Candidates 1 3

B(K+ " !+""̄) < 22 ! 10!10 (1.47+1.30
!0.89) ! 10!10

previous

K+ → !+""̄
results

8

Region “PNN2” “PNN1”
P!+ (MeV/c) [140,195] [211,229]
Years E787 96-97 E787(95, 96-97,98)

E949(2002)
Ref: PR D70, PRL 88,

037102 (2004) 041803 (2002)

Stopped K+ 1.7 ! 1012 7.7 ! 1012

Acceptance 0.085% 0.2%
SES 6.9 ! 10!10 0.63 ! 10!10

Background 1.22 ± 0.24 0.44 ± 0.05
Candidates 1 3

B(K+ " !+""̄) < 22 ! 10!10 (1.47+1.30
!0.89) ! 10!10

previous

K+ ! !+""̄
results
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The number one enemy is ! +! 0 when the ! +

scatters in the target

Regular ! +! 0

! +

K+

"

! + Target Scatter

! +

K+

"

"

! + and ! 0 are back to back so photons 

are directed to efficient part of the 

photon veto

When the ! + scatters in the target it 

loses energy and the photons lose 

directional correlation with the ! +

Target Target

Name “PNN2” “PNN1”
Pπ (MeV/c) [140,195] [211,229]
Years 1996-97 1995-98
Stopped K+ 1.7 × 1012 5.9 × 1012

Candidates 1 2
Background 1.22 ± 0.24 0.15 ± 0.05
B(K+ → π+νν̄) < 22 × 10−10 (1.57+1.75

−0.82) × 10−10

E787

K+ → π+νν̄
results

PNN1: PRL 88, 041803 (2002).

PNN2: limit at 90%CL is combined re-

sult from 1996 (PL B537, 211 (2002))

and 1997 (hep-ex/0403034) data.
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•       P/E/R get larger
only due to mis-measurement.

•       triggered by RS ensures
       in the opposite direction
(and γ’s are covered 
  by Barrel and Endcap).   

Kπ2 background in PNN1

How was it done?

E949 scintillating fiber target

‘Typical’ pattern in target fibers for
K+ ! !+!0 decay.
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Figure 13: Top: The momentum (ptot) distribution of the events remaining in the loose
normalization branch of the K!2 Target-scatter study after the inversion of the photon
veto PVCUT60 (black), after the application of all the TGCUT06 except CCDPUL (blue),
and after the application of CCDPUL (red). Bottom: The momentum (ptot) distribution
of the events in CLASS12 of the loose rejection branch of the K!2 Target-scatter study
before (black) and after (red) the photon veto PVCUT60.
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Name “PNN2” “PNN1”
Pπ (MeV/c) [140,195] [211,229]
Years 1996-97 1995-98
Stopped K+ 1.7 × 1012 5.9 × 1012

Candidates 1 2
Background 1.22 ± 0.24 0.15 ± 0.05
B(K+ → π+νν̄) < 22 × 10−10 (1.57+1.75

−0.82) × 10−10

E787

K+ → π+νν̄
results

PNN1: PRL 88, 041803 (2002).

PNN2: limit at 90%CL is combined re-

sult from 1996 (PL B537, 211 (2002))

and 1997 (hep-ex/0403034) data.
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•       P/E/R can get smaller
due to scattering (and energy loss)
in the Target.

•       (and γ’s) may go to 
the beam region
whose coverage is weak.   

Kπ2 background in PNN2
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Experimental method

Main pnn2 background: K+ ! !+!0 -scatters

The main background below the K+ ! !+!0 peak is due to K!2

decays where the !+ scatters in the target losing energy
simultaneously obscuring the correlation with the !0 direction.

FIBER TARGET

K+

Kaon Hit Fibers

Decay

Pi+

Gamma1

Gamma2

David E. Ja!e (BNL) Final E949 results CKM2008 Sept 9-13, 2008 8 / 28

• γ detection in the beam region   

Kπ2 background in PNN2

K  Beam

Barrel
Veto

B4
Target

I
Drift Chamber

T

BVL
Range

RSSC
Endcap

Collar

AD

BeO

Stack

(a)
UPVC

+

How was it done?

Photon veto in the beam region

Active Degrader (AD)
14cm diameter, 17cm long,
12 azimuthal segments
6.1 radiation lengths

K  Beam

Barrel
Veto

T

BVL

Range

RSSC
Endcap

Stack

Collar

DPV

(a)

+

Drift Chamber
I

TargetB4BeO
UPVC

AD

Collar
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Experimental method

Main pnn2 background: K+ ! !+!0 -scatters

The main background below the K+ ! !+!0 peak is due to K!2

decays where the !+ scatters in the target losing energy
simultaneously obscuring the correlation with the !0 direction.

FIBER TARGET

K+

Kaon Hit Fibers

Decay

Pi+

Gamma1

Gamma2
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• Identification of π+ scattering
in the Target fibers:
 - “kink” in the XY pattern of fibers
 - π+ track that does not “point back” 
    to the K+ decay point.

Kπ2 background in PNN2

How was it done?

Identification of !+ scattering

Kink in pattern of target fibers

Decay Vertex 420 Raw High

Decay Vertex 420 Raw Low
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Experimental method

Main pnn2 background: K+ ! !+!0 -scatters

The main background below the K+ ! !+!0 peak is due to K!2

decays where the !+ scatters in the target losing energy
simultaneously obscuring the correlation with the !0 direction.
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• Identification of π+ scattering
in the Target fibers:
 - large energy deposit
    hidden in the Kaon Hit Fibers
 - extra energy deposit 
    inconsistent with outgoing π+

Kπ2 background in PNN2

How was it done?

Identification of !+ scattering

Kink in pattern of target fibers

Decay Vertex 420 Raw High

Decay Vertex 420 Raw Low
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CCD pulse fitting in kaon fibers



background sources in PNN2

Name “PNN2” “PNN1”
Pπ (MeV/c) [140,195] [211,229]
Years 1996-97 1995-98
Stopped K+ 1.7 × 1012 5.9 × 1012

Candidates 1 2
Background 1.22 ± 0.24 0.15 ± 0.05
B(K+ → π+νν̄) < 22 × 10−10 (1.57+1.75

−0.82) × 10−10

E787

K+ → π+νν̄
results

PNN1: PRL 88, 041803 (2002).

PNN2: limit at 90%CL is combined re-

sult from 1996 (PL B537, 211 (2002))

and 1997 (hep-ex/0403034) data.
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• signal region:
140 < P < 199 MeV/c
Range: R, Kinetic Energy: E

• Kinematic cuts (KIN)

• Target cuts (TARGET)

• CCD pulse cuts (CCDPUL)

• Beam cuts (BEAM) and
Delayed Coincidence cuts (DC)

• Photon Veto cuts (PV)

• π+ identification cuts (TD)

• “Pathology” cuts

How was it done?

Identification of !+ scattering

Kink in pattern of target fibers

Decay Vertex 420 Raw High

Decay Vertex 420 Raw Low
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selection criteria (cuts)

energy-weighted beam position and the energy loss in B4.
The cluster with tBM closest to the tK was chosen as the one
caused by the K! beam. A 0.36 cm position precision was
obtained by the B4 hodoscope in the x" y plane. With the
B4 position measurement, the target reconstruction was
repeated to give a better pattern recognition. The K! decay
vertex in the x" y plane was determined by the K! fiber
closest to the UTC track but farthest from the K! entrance
point determined by the B4, while the z position was
calculated from the UTC track extrapolation in the !" z
plane.

Target CCD information improved the pattern recogni-
tion and "! energy measurement when pileup occurred in
a K! fiber. When tK and t" were separated by more than
2 ns, the CCD pulses in all of the K! fibers were studied to
identify any hidden "! energy.

Isolated hit fibers outside the 1 cm search strip and
within the time window of trs # 5 ns caused by possible
photon(s) or other beam particles were classified into
‘‘photon’’ fibers if their energies were greater than
0.1 MeV.

Once the first round of target reconstruction was fin-
ished, the "! passage and K! decay vertex were deter-
mined in the target. The procedure of UTC track fitting was
repeated with this additional information. This aided the
resolution of the left-right ambiguity in the UTC track
reconstruction. Iteration of the target reconstruction was
also performed with the improved UTC track.

5. Track passage in the IC

An allowed IC hit pattern was either one or two adjacent
sectors per event. The IC provided energy loss (EIC) and
time (tIC) measurements. If there was an IC sector cross-
ing, the EIC was from the sum of two IC sectors and the tIC
was from the energy-weighted average. It was observed
that 1% of tracks had extra hits in the ICs, confounding the
measurements of energy and time in ICs. This was resolved
by using TD information in addition to the TDC and ADC
information. The tIC was always the one closest to the trs
and, the corresponding energy was taken as EIC. The range
RIC was computed as the length of the extrapolated UTC
track from the inner to the outer IC radius.

6. Tracking in the RS and RSSC

With a charged track reconstructed in UTC and target,
the tracking in RS started from the previously found RS
cluster. The stopping counter was first analyzed by fitting
the TD information with a double pulse assumption to find
a "! ! #! decay signature. This also determined the #!

energy (E#) from the "! decay at rest.
A sector crossing point as illustrated in Fig. 13 was

searched for in the RS. A K! ! "!$ !$ candidate should
not have more than 2 sector crossings. Precise position
measurement in x" y plane was obtained from the sector

crossing points. The z positions were determined by using
the end-to-end time differences in the hit counters except
the T counter. The average z position resolution was ob-
served to be about 4 to 5 cm.

Another precise position measurement was provided by
the RSSCs. All the adjacent hit straw chambers in the
RSSC of the hit sector were grouped to form a cluster.
The candidate cluster in each sublayer of RSSC was de-
fined as the one closest to a series of arcs drawn from the
UTC track extrapolation to the T counter through the sector
crossing point(s). The x" y position was obtained from
the average of two sublayers in the same RSSC. To mini-
mize the effect of cross talk, the earliest hit in one sublayer
was chosen as the true hit. The z measurement was given
by the time difference, and the precision was about 1.5 cm.

An RS track fit in the x" y plane used the entrance point
provided by the UTC track extrapolation, the sector cross-
ing point(s), the RSSC hit position(s) and the expected path
length predicted by the energy losses in the RS layers,
taking into account "! track propagation with energy
loss given by the Bethe-Bloch equation in a 1 T magnetic
field. The %2 of the fitted track was minimized by changing
the incident momentum and the angle at the entrance to the
RS (Fig. 13).

The total energy loss of the track in the RS (Ers) was
obtained by summing up all the energy losses in the track
counters, with E# from the fit to pulse shape subtracted
from the energy in the stopping counter. The range in the
RS (Rrs) was calculated from the path length of the fitted
track with the polar angle correction. The range in the
stopping counter was estimated from the "! energy loss.

7. Kinematic measurements of a track

The total range R and energy E of the track were
calculated as R$Rtg!RIC!Rrs and E$Etg!EIC!Ers,

FIG. 13 (color online). Illustration of the range stack track
fitting in x" y plane. All the relevant definitions are given in
this plot. The arc represents the extrapolation of the fitted UTC
track.
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How was it done?

Identification of !+ scattering

Kink in pattern of target fibers
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ponential, as expected, consistent with the known K! life-
time [18]. The distribution for the scattered !!’s shows a
prompt peak around 0 ns. The delayed coincidence cut
required t! " tK > 2 ns. When not all subdetector time

measurements were available, the time resolution was
degraded; the delayed coincidence cut was adjusted up to
6 ns delay to take into account the resolution. It was
expected that this delayed coincidence cut had the same

FIG. 15 (color online). The energy loss in the B4 hodoscope
for beam K! (solid line) and beam !! (dashed line). The K!’s
were the K"2 peak events in the K"2 monitor sample, while the
!!’s were the scattered !!’s in the skim 6 sample. The arrow
indicates the cut position.
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FIG. 16 (color online). Distribution of the time difference,
t! " tK measured by the target, for the K"2 peak events (solid
line) from the K"2 monitor sample and the scattered !!’s
(dashed line) from the skim 6 sample. Beam !!’s can be
assigned a time tK by the target fiber reconstruction due to
misidentification.
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FIG. 14 (color online). The momentum of charged particles versus tCK
" trs and tC!

" trs. The K"2 monitor was used to represent
the single beam K! events. The data plots indicate beam background contamination at beam time (tCK

or tC!
) close to trs in the !# !##1$

trigger sample. The arrows indicate the rejected timing regions. The statistics in these plots account for about 0.3% of NK.
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Background studies: our policy and philosophy

• To avoid bias due to small statistics,

– 1/3 of sample: for study

– 2/3 of sample: (keep untouched)

• invert at least one of the cuts to:

– enhance the backgrounds collected by the trigger

– prevent candidate events from being examined

(“Blind Analysis” even at the event selection)

• Cuts were frozen with the 1/3 sample.

• Then measure the background levels in the search region

with the remaining (independent) 2/3 sample.
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π+scatter tagged samplephoton tagged sample

Kπ2 background in PNN2

- imposing TARGET cuts
- imposing CCDPUL cuts

- imposing PV cuts
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Figure 13: Top: The momentum (ptot) distribution of the events remaining in the loose
normalization branch of the K!2 Target-scatter study after the inversion of the photon
veto PVCUT60 (black), after the application of all the TGCUT06 except CCDPUL (blue),
and after the application of CCDPUL (red). Bottom: The momentum (ptot) distribution
of the events in CLASS12 of the loose rejection branch of the K!2 Target-scatter study
before (black) and after (red) the photon veto PVCUT60.
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Figure 13: Top: The momentum (ptot) distribution of the events remaining in the loose
normalization branch of the K!2 Target-scatter study after the inversion of the photon
veto PVCUT60 (black), after the application of all the TGCUT06 except CCDPUL (blue),
and after the application of CCDPUL (red). Bottom: The momentum (ptot) distribution
of the events in CLASS12 of the loose rejection branch of the K!2 Target-scatter study
before (black) and after (red) the photon veto PVCUT60.
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Figure 13: Top: The momentum (ptot) distribution of the events remaining in the loose
normalization branch of the K!2 Target-scatter study after the inversion of the photon
veto PVCUT60 (black), after the application of all the TGCUT06 except CCDPUL (blue),
and after the application of CCDPUL (red). Bottom: The momentum (ptot) distribution
of the events in CLASS12 of the loose rejection branch of the K!2 Target-scatter study
before (black) and after (red) the photon veto PVCUT60.
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In practice the three ! +! 0 backgrounds have to 
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The !+ target scatter sample made by inverting the 

photon veto has contamination from !+ range-stack 

scatter and K + ! ! + ! 0 " processes

How was it done?

Estimation of K!2 scattering background

K!2 scattering background is suppressed by PV and target cuts.

To estimate PV rejection, multiple !+ scattering samples are
prepared by inverting di!erent combinations of target cuts.

The “normalization” sample is estimated by inverting the PV
cut, but the sample is contaminated with K!2 scatters in the
range stack (RS) and by K+ ! !+!0".

After disentangling the processes:

Process Background events
K!2 TG-scatter 0.619± 0.150+0.067

!0.100

K!2 RS-scatter 0.030± 0.005± 0.004
K!2" 0.076± 0.007± 0.006
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How was it done?

K+ ! !+!"e+" background

Isolate Ke4 sample using target
pattern recognition, similar to
K!2 scatter.

Estimate rejection power of
target pattern recognition with
simulated data supplemented by
measured !! energy deposition
spectrum in scintillator.
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Table 38: CEX background number normalized to 3/3 data. The first error of NCEX

is statistical and the second error is the estimated systematic uncertainty due to TGPV,
OPSVETO and CCDPUL.

Tight cuts Loose cuts
Nnorm 1 3
Ntargf, UMC 6+6

!2 50+33
!10

Nkpigap, UMC 3332 4136
NCEX 0.0046 ± 0.0046+0.0046

!0.0015 0.092 ± 0.053+0.070
!0.018
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Figure 32: Total kinetic energy (T2) of the !! and the e+ versus the momentum of the
!+ (Ptot) for Monte Carlo events that passed the trigger.
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no photon in the final state

Monte Carlo with PNN2 trigger

a Ke4 candidate event, 
tagged by CCDPUL
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Figure 33: A possible Ke4 candidate. The X-Y view, target and all double pulse hits in
kaon fibers are plotted.
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How was it done?

K+ ! !+!"e+" background

Isolate Ke4 sample using target
pattern recognition, similar to
K!2 scatter.

Estimate rejection power of
target pattern recognition with
simulated data supplemented by
measured !! energy deposition
spectrum in scintillator.
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K+ ! !+ !!e+ "e (Ke4)
4.09! 10−5

P!+ max = 203MeV/c

a Ke4 candidate event, 
tagged by CCDPUL
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Figure 33: A possible Ke4 candidate. The X-Y view, target and all double pulse hits in
kaon fibers are plotted.
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Figure 35: Observable absorption energy of !! stopped in the RS.
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Figure 36: Ehide versus Txtg.

Table 42: Ke4 background number normalized to 3/3 data. The first error of NKe4 is
statistical and the second error is from RTGPV ·OPSV ETO.

Loose cuts Tight cuts
Nnorm 3 1
RTGPV ·OPSV ETO 52+121

!29 88+263
!70

NKe4 0.176 ± 0.102+0.233
!0.124 0.034 ± 0.034+0.142

!0.026

92

energy deposit of charged tracks are simulated. 

π- absorption (data):
difference bet. 
measured and 

expected energy 
in RS scintillators

e+ interaction (in EGS4)

Target pattern recognition: 



total background in PNN2How was it done?

Total background and sensitivity

Process Bkgd events (E949) Bkgd events (E787)

K!2-scatter 0.649± 0.150+0.067
!0.100 1.030± 0.230

K!2" 0.076± 0.007± 0.006 0.033± 0.004
Ke4 0.176± 0.072+0.233

!0.124 0.052± 0.041
CEX 0.013± 0.013+0.010

!0.003 0.024± 0.017
Muon 0.011± 0.011 0.016± 0.011
Beam 0.001± 0.001 0.066± 0.045
Total bkgd 0.93± 0.17+0.32

!0.24 1.22± 0.24

E949 pnn2 E787 pnn2

Total Kaons 1.70! 1012 1.73! 1012

Total Acceptance 1.37! 10!3 0.84! 10!3

SES 4.3! 10!10 6.9! 10!10

The branching ratio that corresponds to one event in the absence of
background is the Single-Event Sensitivity (SES).
For the E787+E949 pnn1 analysis, SES = 0.63! 10!10.
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B.R. with T. Junk method

E949 alone: (0.96 + 4.09 − 0.47) × 10−10

⇒ combine E787 and E949 data

E787 E949

NK 5.9 × 1012 1.8 × 1012

Total Acceptance 0.0020 ± 0.0002 0.0022 ± 0.0002

Total Background 0.14 ± 0.05 0.30 ± 0.03
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P!+ (MeV/c) [140,195] [140,199] [211,229]
Years E787 96-97 E787(95, 96-97,98)

E949 E949
Ref: PR D70, arXiv:0808.2459 PRL 93,

037102 (2004) 031801 (2004)

Stopped K+ 1.73 ! 1012 1.71 ! 1012 7.7 ! 1012

Acceptance 0.084% 0.137% 0.2%
SES 6.9 ! 10!10 4.3 ! 10!10 0.63 ! 10!10

Background 1.22 ± 0.24 0.93 ± 0.17+0.32
!0.24 0.44 ± 0.05

Candidates 1 3

B(K+ " !+""̄) < 22 ! 10!10 (1.47+1.30
!0.89) ! 10!10
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By further tightening four of the cuts, 
Signal region (in multi-dimensional “cut” space) 

was divided into 9 cells.

Delayed 
Coincidence (DC)

ponential, as expected, consistent with the known K! life-
time [18]. The distribution for the scattered !!’s shows a
prompt peak around 0 ns. The delayed coincidence cut
required t! " tK > 2 ns. When not all subdetector time

measurements were available, the time resolution was
degraded; the delayed coincidence cut was adjusted up to
6 ns delay to take into account the resolution. It was
expected that this delayed coincidence cut had the same

FIG. 15 (color online). The energy loss in the B4 hodoscope
for beam K! (solid line) and beam !! (dashed line). The K!’s
were the K"2 peak events in the K"2 monitor sample, while the
!!’s were the scattered !!’s in the skim 6 sample. The arrow
indicates the cut position.
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FIG. 16 (color online). Distribution of the time difference,
t! " tK measured by the target, for the K"2 peak events (solid
line) from the K"2 monitor sample and the scattered !!’s
(dashed line) from the skim 6 sample. Beam !!’s can be
assigned a time tK by the target fiber reconstruction due to
misidentification.
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FIG. 14 (color online). The momentum of charged particles versus tCK
" trs and tC!

" trs. The K"2 monitor was used to represent
the single beam K! events. The data plots indicate beam background contamination at beam time (tCK

or tC!
) close to trs in the !# !##1$

trigger sample. The arrows indicate the rejected timing regions. The statistics in these plots account for about 0.3% of NK.
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By further tightening four of the cuts, 
Signal region (in multi-dimensional “cut” space) 

was divided into 9 cells.
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rel. Acc bkg Acc/bkg data

0.314 0.152 2.065 0
0.073 0.038 1.921 0
0.031 0.019 1.653 0
0.007 0.005 1.559 0
0.287 0.243 1.183 1
0.066 0.059 1.135 0
0.028 0.027 1.036 1
0.006 0.007 0.998 0
0.188 0.379 0.496 1

1 0.93

By further tightening four of the cuts, 
Signal region (in multi-dimensional “cut” space) 

was divided into 9 cells.
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The probability that the 3 events were due to background only is 3.7%.

Acc = 
       0.137%



named as A B C

P     (MeV/c) 161.46 188.40 191.30
R          (cm)    17.29 24.16 26.10
E        (MeV) 76.07 95.57 97.94

tight Box fail pass pass

K+ decay time (ns) 3.70 15.74 5.14

π+ decay time (ns) 22.4 16.7 10.2

μ+ decay time (ns) 5959 2271 9508

tight DelCo fail pass fail

tight PhotonVeto pass fail fail

tight TD pass pass pass



Region “PNN2” “PNN1”
P!+ (MeV/c) [140,195] [140,199] [211,229]
Years E787 96-97 E787(95, 96-97,98)

E949 E949
Ref: PR D70, arXiv:0808.2459 PRL 93,

037102 (2004) 031801 (2004)

Stopped K+ 1.73 ! 1012 1.71 ! 1012 7.7 ! 1012

Acceptance 0.084% 0.137% 0.2%
SES 6.9 ! 10!10 4.3 ! 10!10 0.63 ! 10!10

Background 1.22 ± 0.24 0.93 ± 0.17+0.32
!0.24 0.44 ± 0.05

Candidates 1 3 3

B(K+ " !+""̄) < 22 ! 10!10 (7.89+9.26
!5.10) ! 10!10 (1.47+1.30

!0.89) ! 10!10
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B.R. with T. Junk method

E949 alone: (0.96 + 4.09 − 0.47) × 10−10

⇒ combine E787 and E949 data

E787 E949

NK 5.9 × 1012 1.8 × 1012

Total Acceptance 0.0020 ± 0.0002 0.0022 ± 0.0002

Total Background 0.14 ± 0.05 0.30 ± 0.03
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• for each cell (labeled by i),

– Acceptance Ai and BR (as a free parameter)

=! expected Signal Si(BR) " BR • NK • Ai

– Background level bi

• after opening the BOX, count:

– # of observed candidates in each bin di

• Assume both Si(BR) and bi are small

#$ use of Poisson statistics

for “likelihood ratio” (signal-like outcomes vs. background-like ones)

Xi(BR) " exp!(Si+bi)(Si + bi)di

di!
/

exp!bi(bi)di

di!
= exp!Si(1+

Si

bi
)di

Likelihood estimator: X(BR) =
!n

i=1 Xi

40

with Ai / bi =! Si / bi

di

FIG. 1 in arXiv:0808.2459

E787-PNN1 95 59
E787-PNN1 98 8.2
E949-PNN1 02 1.1
E787-PNN2 96 0.2
E949-PNN1 02A 0.20
E949-PNN1 02B 0.47
E949-PNN1 02C 0.42

Si / bi

BR = 1.73! 10!10with 

B.R.(K+ ! !+""̄) = ( 1.73+1.15
!1.05 )" 10!10

The probability that 
all 7 events were due to background 

is 0.1%  (3σ).

68%C.L. interval
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B.R.(K+ ! !+""̄) = ( 1.73+1.15
!1.05 )" 10!10

B.R.SM = ( 0.85± 0.07 )! 10!10
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consistent with the SM prediction

90%C.L. interval upper limit
3.35! 10!10

B.R.(K+ ! !+""̄) = 1.47+1.30
!0.89 " 10!10 (68%CL interval)

E787 E949

Candidate 1995A 1998C 2002A

Si/bi 50 7 0.9

Wi 0.98 0.88 0.48

Background Prob. 0.006 0.02 0.07

• B.R.(K+ ! !+""̄) > 0.42 " 10!10 at 90%CL:

the probability a that background alone gave rise to the three candidates or more:

0.001 (“3!” above the background).

• B.R.(K+ ! !+""̄) < 3.22 " 10!10 at 90%CL:
" Upper limit on B.R.(K0

L # "0##̄ ) by Grossman-Nir(1997): 1.4 $ 10!9

• B.R.(K+ # "+##̄) in the SM: (0.77 ± 0.11) $ 10!10

aI am a Frequentist, not a Bayesian.
51

☞ 1.4! 10!9
unchanged
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E10 Y.Nagashima:

A Table–top experimrnt

   : An extinct species of HEP apparatus

An Example of Deacay ExperimentsAn Example of Decay Experiments

conclusions and future

< 1.4! 10!7

KEK-E10,   PL B107, 159-162 (1981)



• After the efforts of many people for 25 years
and with the sophisticated (and state-of-the-art)
hardware and software, E949/E787 at BNL-AGS
succeeded in measuring the rare decay.

• Proton operation at AGS halted. 

• Analyses of E949/E787 for other K+ decay modes still continue.

• The show must go on; 
the task of precise measurement (and beyond_the_SM study)
is passed to:
  - K+ decay in flight @ CERN NA62 (in preparation)
  - K+ decay at rest @ J-PARC (LoI)

B.R.(K+ ! !+""̄) = ( 1.73+1.15
!1.05 )" 10!10

conclusions and future

consistent with SM
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